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Planetary Gear Reducers & Drive Assemblies
Oerlikon Fairfield is a manufacturer of engineered gear and drive
solutions. Their Torque-Hub® planetary drive products are sold
worldwide to leading off-highway vehicle and industrial equipment
manufacturers. Torque Hub’s wide catalogue of planetary gear
boxes includes wheel drives, shaft output drives, spindle output
drives, and complimentary products including two-speed drives,
right angle drives, compact drives, and input adapters. Their gear
boxes cover a maximum torque from 20,000 in-lbs. to 3.5M in-lbs.
Oerlikon Fairfield is the global leader in planetary final drives and
brings innovative new solutions to market including electric drive
options, integrated hydraulic motor packages, and integral service
brake options.
Why Buy Toque Hub from Kraft
While a global company, Fairfield products are still designed and
built in the USA.
“Kraft Fluid Systems has been a Torque Hub distributor and
service center for more than 40 years. We stock over $1M
worth of final drives and service parts for the Torque Hub
product line.” – Scott Durand, VP Sales and Marketing
Warranty and Usage
Torque Hub warranty is 12 months from the date product is put
into service or 18 months from the date the product ships from the
factory. With the help of Fairfield, we are able to review each
application submitted to us and work with our customers to
develop a duty cycle for how the vehicle will be utilized. Fairfield
then provides customers with a theoretical life prediction for the
unit. This helps our customers better understand the gearboxes
selected will meet and exceed their unique life requirements.

Kraft has been a Torque Hub distributor for over 40 years. Our
expert field sales and engineering staff are trained to analyze all
applications and select the correct Torque Hub planetary drive
that offers the best performance and value for the application.
Clients can expect to receive well-built products that have been
put through rigorous testing in-house and in the field to prove out
its drive capabilities.
We are an authorized service center for Oerlikon Fairfield Torque
Hub and stock over $1M of complete assemblies and service
parts. Our service technicians are factory trained and certified.
To learn more, call us at (800) 257-1155 or send an email to
contact@kraftfluid.com.
At Kraft Fluid Systems, we are The Mobile Hydraulic Experts.

